brings water to life

Domestic Manual
Rollers

Certikin offer a wide range of domestic reel systems which enable pool covers
to be removed and applied quickly and easily.

DOMESTIC ROLLERS

Eco Reel System
The Eco-Reel range offers exceptional value for money by combining good
looking, high quality mirror-polished stainless steel end supports with a
sturdy aluminium telescopic tube system – features you would usually find on
a premium reel.
Available in three styles, mobile, floor fixed and wall fixed, the Eco-Reel
can be used for pool covers ranging from 2.6m to 6.1m in width and up

Each system includes a crank handle, a slide-lock anti-unwind device and a
fully adjustable cover-to-roller strap kit as standard. The winding crank can
be positioned on either end of the reel.
These light-weight (up to only 19kg) systems are kept simple in terms of
operational requirements, but use high quality materials to maximum effect
creating a great looking, great performance roller at an exceptional price.

to 12m in length.

Rocky Roller System

Monaco Premier Geared Reel

One of the best-selling pool rollers in the world, the Rocky Roller is the only
domestic roller which comes with a full 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee –
as testament to its strength and durability.

The ultimate domestic roller. British made from high quality materials and
packed with high quality features.

Simple and effective end supports are made from high strength die cast
aluminium with a baked enamel finish making them super tough and
resistant to UV attack and extreme temperatures. A three piece telescopic
satin lustre aluminium tube and versatile cover-to-roller strap connection kit
complete this high quality system.
Suitable for covers of up to 45’ in length and 20’ in width, the Rocky can be
deck fixed (fixings not included) or can be mobile courtesy of the heavy duty
2” castors and sprung anchor included with every system.

The rigid telescopic anodised aluminium tubing includes a locking brace and
an anti-unwind device. The support brackets are mirror-polished stainless
steel and incorporate bearings within the yoke to generate free and easy
movement of the reel.
A luxury winding handle and integrated 3:1 innovative geared system make
operation even easier, especially useful for larger covers (up to 12m x 6m).
High quality accessories such as smooth running heavy duty castors and an
easy use anchor bolt system complement this premium product perfectly.
The best on the market.

Easy to assemble and easy to use – the minimal moving parts keep the
Rocky problem free and smooth running.
If you require further technical information
please do not hesitate to contact us
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This literature is intended as a guide. The Company resrves the right to change the
specifications without notice.

